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THE GROCERY LIST

IT’S A WALMART WORLD

• Retail and tech collide as
KROGER and Microsoft form
a partnership to create the
grocery store of the future.
The companies announced
plans to develop a commercial
retail-as-a-service product.
The rejuvenated store will be
piloted at a Kroger store in
Monroe, Ohio, and a store in
Redmond, Washington, near
both companies’ headquarters.

• Rolling out convenience, the big box is piloting grocery delivery via
autonomous vehicles in Surprise, AZ. The initiative is a partnership
between Walmart and tech company Udelv and represents the
“world’s first autonomous grocery delivery on public roads.”

• In a giant investment in
e-commerce, Ahold
Delhaize-owned GIANT
FOOD STORES has
announced plans for an
online grocery pickup facility
in Lancaster, PA called Giant
Direct Powered by Peapod.
The store will be a
conversion of a Giant store
that was closed in 2017.

• Whole-ly moly, WHOLE
FOODS is expanding! The
Amazon-owned grocer will be
expanding further into suburbs
and areas currently untouched
by the natural grocer in the
coming years. They are seeking
around 45,000 square feet in
markets nationwide. The grocer
simultaneously announced the
ceasing of expansion of their
value-based 365 concept.

• Going separate ways — Walmart has removed its products from
Google’s shopping tool, Shopping Actions, which allows users to
purchase items for delivery utilizing voice. Meanwhile, Walmart
has unveiled their major investment in hiring new truck drivers for
deliveries — hiring 900 new drivers at a salary of $90,000 annually.

THE AGE OF AMAZON
BACK TO BASICS
Amazon now allows select Prime members to accept deliveries in their garage as an option associated
with their Amazon Key program. When the driver arrives at the customer’s home, they receive a
notification on their phone and will be able to watch the driver complete the delivery into their
garage from start to finish.
TO THE SKIES
In an apparent effort to take over the Earth and the air, Amazon
is expanding its air fleet to reduce its reliance on FedEx, UPS
and USPS. Amazon will lease 10 Boeing 767 cargo planes, joining
its current fleet of 40 airplanes. The company will also open a
regional “air hub” in 2019 at Fort Worth Alliance Airport, with
an addition one scheduled to open at the Cincinnati/Northern
Kentucky International Airport in 2021.
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LOOK OUT HGTV
A master of all trades, Amazon
wants to decorate your house.
The online giant has debuted a
furniture showroom,
completely online, that allows
consumers to virtually
decorate their own home
settings with Amazon-sold
home décor. This new feature
comes right after Amazon
announced their own private
label of home goods.
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Market ROAD
road TRIP
trip
HOT MARKET
Our National Accounts team took a visit to Portland, Oregon in January for several corporate visits. Portland is a thriving market,
boasting a lower than average unemployment rate and a flourishing job market.The city is well known for its breweries and coffee
culture, with over 85 breweries and over 20 coffee roasters.With exciting retail developments that incorporate major national
brands and embrace the local culture, we were excited to explore some of Portland’s best shopping experiences.

PINE STREET MARKET
PORTLAND FOOD HALL
This eclectic shopping and dining destination is set in downtown
Portland’s oldest district. The market is in the Carriage & Baggage
Building, built in 1886 and listed on the National Register of
Historic Places, which was originally used to house livestock and
horse drawn carriages. The market’s 8 restaurants include a pizza
joint, ramen restaurant, smoothie shop and an ice cream parlor.

In a historic downtown Portland building, Portland Food Hall’s
entrance greets visitors with a large floor sign that reads “Eat
Well”— which you’re bound to with four restaurants and an
upscale bar on the mezzanine level. Offerings include pizza, Asian
fare, grain and green bowls, and a full-service Latin American
inspired restaurant.

CASCADE STATION
PORTLAND MERCADO
Our last stop on the way out—from local and historic to modern
and nationally branded, Cascade Station is a 12-acre mixed use
development offering 800,000 square feet of retail to accompany
the offices and hotel on site. Owned by CenterCal properties, the
shopping center offers all the big boxes — Ulta, Ross, Nordstrom
Rack among others — and 12 dining options for hungry
customers. The center sits right at the gateway to Portland
International Airport.

Petco

•

Opened in 2015, the Mercado serves as a Latino public market
space with 16 permanent businesses and a rotating series of
startup services in their incubator kitchen. The market includes
outdoor food truck stalls, a grocery store, and several in-store
restaurants to choose from. Prepare to be cultured, as food
options consist of Colombian, Puerto Rican, Cuban and Mexican
treats. Customers can dine al fresco or meet up at the community
seating inside.

CORPORATE VISITS:
KinderCare • Papa Murphy’s
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Gentle Dental
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THEY’RE TAKING OVER• In (ROBOTS
THAT IS)
a giant robotic roll-out,

• Scout is out! Amazon unveiled a delivery robot named Scout,
that can roll along sidewalks and deliver products directly to
customers’ front doors. The little guy is currently in operating in
Washington state.

Ahold Delhaize-owned Giant
and Stop & Shop are deploying
500 robots in their grocery
stores. The robot, dubbed
Marty, is seven feet tall and
complete with googly-eyes. He
will be tasked with identifying
safety hazards and performing
inventory related tasks.

• Walmart is cooking up something cool! The retail giant is
testing a robot named Flippy to act as fry cook in their
kitchens and perform repetitive tasks. Flippy isn’t cheap — costing
between $60,000 and $100,000 — his skills are being tested at
Walmart’s HQ in Bentonville, AR.

POP-UPS POPPING UP
MENTAL & PHYSICAL WORKOUT
Lululemon is famous for coming athletics and leisure, but athletics and…a library? The brand recently partnered with Penguin Random
House Books on a pop-up library in New York City’s Flatiron building. Open through the spring of this year, the pop-up is free to the
public and includes over 1,000 books and audiobooks. They will also host community events and experiences.

WEWORK, WE SHOP
Coworking company, WeWork, is working to dig deeper into
retail and recently debuted a pop-up shop in London featuring
items from apparel brands including Matalan, Urban Outfitters,
and Debenhams. Combing e-commerce and physical retail, the
shop even featured items from Amazon.

CHEESY GROCERY
Getting crafty and giving back, food brand Kraft opened up a
pop-up grocery store in Washington D.C. in January to aid those
affected by the government shutdown. “Kraft Now Pay Later,”
as the company has called it, gave away free Kraft food items to
government employees, urging them to donate when they are
financially able.
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RETAILERS

ISE

on
THE R

INDOCHINO • Based in Vancouver, BC
Customized apparel • 24 current locations
12-month plan: 20 units

LOOP NEIGHBORHOOD STORE • Based in Fremont, CA
Convenience store • 30 current locations • 12-month plan: 5 units

SUCCESSFUL
CORPORATE
VISIT IN
JANUARY!

GENTLE DENTAL • Based in Inglewood, CA
Dental services • 200 current locations
12-month plan: 30 units

ANGRY CRAB SHACK • Based in Phoenix, AZ
Seafood restaurant • 7 current locations • 12-month plan: 10 units

THE LITTLE GYM • Based in Scottsdale, AZ
Children’s gym • 300 current locations
12-month plan: 12 units

EVERBOWL • Based in San Diego, CA
Fast casual healthy bowls • 17 current locations
12-month plan: 50 units

CAPRIOTTI’S SANDWICH SHOP • Based in Las Vegas, NV
Sandwich fast casual • 110 current locations • 12-month plan: 11 units

ABBOTT’S FROZEN CUSTARD
Based in Rochester, NY • Dessert shop
36 current locations • 12 -month plan: 5 units
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PROFILE BY SANFORD • Based in Sioux Falls, SD
Weight loss clinic • 178 current locations
12-month plan: 50 units

